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General

S2P Answers
JAGGAER will work with EDI in a similar fashion that OSN does today. The majority of the EDI
My IT department has been working on gettting EDI coded based on the current portal . Will transaction will require no action from suppliers. For the transactions that require changes by
there be new EDI coding documentation that can be sent to suppliers to start coding for the suppliers, we will issue subsequent communications with additional details.
new Jaggaer portal now?
EDI is an optional program allowing suppliers to electronically connect to Oshkosh orders and
react in a timely manner. Oshkosh will continue to utilize EDI with Jaggear taking this over in
Does this portal change mean that we won't have to use EDI anymore?
future phases.
Yes, any transactions that currently flow through EDI, will continue to flow through EDI in the
new system. The project team will be in touch on EDI related activities and if anything is
I am assuming that if we are EDI that ASN and order acknowleedgements will flow through? required from Suppliers.
Are there any changes that we will need to make for the EDI interchange?
Will the work we have done to comply with EDI on the current platform .. will that work carry The large majority of EDI transactions will work as they do today. Any exceptions will be
over to the new platform, or will we have to start over with EDI?
communicated to EDI Suppliers in the coming weeks.
BearingPoint will contact you to complete set‐up of the EDI process. We are working to
What steps, if any, do we need to complete if already partnered with OshKosh via EDI?
minimze any disruptions around ongoing EDI activities.
We get orders processed through EDI but currently there are numerous change requests,
Oshkosh Corporation works to minimize disruption within our valued supply base but
order acceptance and removals sent through the portal email system. This is duplicate work unfortunately this will happen due to a variety of reasons.
and needs to stop. Will there be more reliance on EDI vs the portal for order management /
communication?
New Supplier Portal will be used globally by our four segments globally
Will this new system be used at all Oshkosh Locations Globally?
All segments EXCEPT Defense are able to attached prints in the new platform. Defense
Sourcing events MUST utilize MOVEit to transfer prints due to ITAR and EAR requirements on
controlling access to key information and data.
Will print transfers be done on this platform as well?

General

The speed and reliability of the current OSN is very hard to manage at this time. Will we see
any improvement with the OSN between now and when the new system is up and running?

General

WIll this new program also take the place of Reliance?

General
General

Will the new platform replace imoveit for drawing access?
Will the slides be available to access after this session?

EDI

EDI

EDI
EDI
EDI
EDI
EDI

General

S2P Questions

Our existing platform has been running for the past 13 years and as expected is experiencing
issues with uptime. Our new platform is a cloud‐based application which will have a much
improvied experience with uptime and overall benefits for our supplier base.
Oshkosh new supplier Portal will not replace Reliance but will reveive information from the
system to populate part numbers and PPAP requests.
MOVEit will still be used by Defense to transfer prints and technical data that is ITAR and EAR
contolled information.
Slides will be on osn.oshkoshcorp.com in our Supplier Portal communicaions hub
We will not be utilizing the punchout catalogs in this first phase of our S2P rollout. However,
we do have it in our current scope for future phases.

General

Jaggaer EDI will be a functionality that will be part of our phase 1 implementation with the EDI
855 transaction type impacting our current EDI connected suppliers today.
Generally, the roll out will not pull in Admin roll, whoever the first contact we set up within
the portal will be set up as an Admin and then that supplier can change that themselves as
Will roll out include/utilize current Admin role or does that need to be set up prior to roll out? they see fit.

General

Existing uses will not be automatically transferred to the new platform. When supplier
Will all the users set up in iSupplier transfer to Jaggaer or will we need to set up each user in register in the new system they will be required to set up users which will allow each of you to
update and maintain your contacts without intevention from Oshkosh.
Jaggaer?

General

Will Oshkosh utilize the Punchout catalog functionalities and EDI capabilities of Jaggaer?
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General

Oshkosh will continue to work with the following applications S2P, Jaggaer, Supplier Quality,
Currently we have multiple portals: OSN, MOVEit Reliance. Once SP2 is implemented we will Reliance and Secure file transfer, MOVEit and warranty, One Warranty. Other than our new
need to continue to use MOVEit and Reliance approximately how long before SPS is the only S2P, Jaggaer system all passwords are the same. S2P, Jaggaer will have a different password
Oshkosh portal in use?
but with enhanced features to reset.

General

Currently we have 1 login for each of our plants that ship to Oshkosh (4 logins). Will Jaggaer
also require 1 login for each location or can we have just 1 login for our company?

General

i have never recieved any emails in the past for this information, is there a place I can go to
confirm? Will the Admin of the current portal transfer over to the new one?

Users will have their own unique login with access to all the segments they supply

General

Existing uses will not be automatically transferred to the new platform. When supplier
register in the new system they will be required to set up users which will allow each of you to
update and maintain your contacts without intevention from Oshkosh.
Generally, the roll out will not pull in Admin roll, whoever the first contact we set up within
the portal will be set up as an Admin and then that supplier can change that themselves as
Will there be a designated administrator for each company? How will that person be selected they see fit. User in the new platform will be able to add new people based on DUNS
numbers locations.
for each company?

General

Will you use the e‐mail in the current portal?

General
General

Will there be seperate training for accounts payable people?
Will the Jagger protal have a link to Oshkosh Reliance Login?

General

How will SDX be effected?

Training aids will be available for internal and external users. Supplier training will be located
on the Oshkosh Supplier Network under our new communication hub.
Oshkosh will be setting up links on the main Dashboard for external applications.
SDX will not be affected during this transition and we will have the same connections as we do
currently.

General
General

Will Move‐It still be the same?
Will Jaggaer use the single sign on?

MOVEit will still be used by Defense to transfer prints and technical data that is ITAR and EAR
contolled information. All segments have the option to utilize MOVEit.
Yes

General
General

Oshkosh is currently in the processs of finalizing training materials for suppliers. These training
materials will include videos, quick reference guides, and FAQ documents. Suppliers will also
Will each person listed on the portal, receive a training invite? Or will it only be sent to those have the ability to join Q&A sessions as we approach the Go‐Live Date. All materials are being
posted to osn.oshkoshcorp.com
that are participating in these initial webmeetings?
Yes, information can be imported into a downloadable excel file
Are we able to export information to excel. I.E. PO information and forecast data?
Will we still be able to export reports based off what is Due from a shipping stand point? and,
will; we still be able to have seperate that data seperate bassed of of customer, ie. Pierce or
oshkosh?
Export functionlaity exist for all modules withi Jaggaer.

General

Yes, Suppliers will receive registration invitations to the email listed in the current portal.

General

Are we able to use an existing login for Jaggaer to complete the Oshkosh registration or do we If you are already a Jaggaer Supplier you are able to use exisiting login information. If you are
have to create another login only for Oshkosh?
not already on Jaggaer you will need to create login credentials.
We supply 4 divisions of Oshkosh; currently in the OSN portal, users are required or have the
option to 'opt in' to different Oshkosh sites for access to POs, etc... will this same functionality Supplier will be able to sort through our four segments requests and have targeted
be in Jaggaer?
communications to minimize the amout of email traffic.

General

Will this platform handle NCMT's?

General

New Supplier Portal will not be handling non‐conforming material tickets at this time.
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General
General

How will new users we add within our company get log in credentials for Move It and
Reliance? Through Jaegger?

New Supplier Portal will have the option to allow suppliers to keep their information updated.
MOVEit and Reliance will require user to contact their buyers to complete a form or go to
osn.oshkoshcorp.com site in the section marked training to get the form.
Oshkosh New Supplier Portal does not affect the OneWarrany application

We are a newly approved Defense supplier. How, if at all, does this affect OneWarranty?
General

General

General

General

General

General

General

All Oshkosh segments will be utilizing the JAGGAER portal ‐ including JLG EMEA. Suppliers that
We also do business with JLG EMEA. Are they also going to be utilizingthis new portal? Will we do business with more than one Oshkosh segment will only need to go through the
have to duplicate all of the set up / registration for them?
registration process once.
The JAGGAER portal will present one unified platform between Oshkosh segments and
suppliers. The supplier portal and onboarding process has been designed so that there is little
to no re‐work for our suppliers. Suppliers will be instructed to complete all necessary
How will it work if we supply to 2 different companies? Are there tabs or other options to
information during the onboarding process, which may be different based on segment,
differientiate?
region, etc.
Currently the only offset will be if an existing RFQ is in process and does not close out by
February 28, 2022. That RFQ will need to be closed out in the exisitng portal but anything
new will come from the new supplier portal. At most for exsitng RFQ's you might operate out
Will there be a period of time where suppliers are needing to use both the current OSN and of both systems but we are going to keep this to a minimum.
Jaegger?
Beginning in November, suppliers will receive and email from Jaggaer with a link where they
will then be able to begin the registration process for the supplier portal.
Can we start building out profile prior to the go live date?
Login's will be based on users and DUNS locations. The initial login for all suppliers does have
How would we register a global company that has multiple locations that has different
to be a single point of contact but after that person registers your company you can set users
supplier numbers from different countries?
by location and module.
My company is an engineering services provider. We've had other customers do similar
Oshkosh internally will be setting up bootcamps for all of our users to train and educate them
rollouts but, while they did a great job of rolling the system out to suppliers, they did not do a on how to utilize Jaggaer. We will be starting in November with a limited roll out to those
good job of rolling out the system to their internal users, especially managers who might be who will be supporting SRM and then expand to our global teams for Sourcing and SCM. We
using the system for submitting RFQ's. Will there be a full rollout to all internal users, too?
will have training aids and videos for our supplier partners and set up office hours for anyone
And will RFQ's be coming only from Purchasing or will engineering managers also be
having questions once they review the training documents.
submitting RFQ's?
The only information we will be pulling over to the new portal will be the supplier numbers
Will there be any current information pulled over or will this all be new information entered and about 3‐4 months of past data. We are currently working with our segments to
when it is time to set up?
determine the timeframe.

General

General

Will Reliance and MOVEit be affectd with this change?
Is there a way to communicate directly with the Oshkosh buyer through the portal, rather
than through email?

General
How do we know who is expected to receive the registration email?
General
We will use this system to access the Reliance Portal?
General
How will when PPAPs are required be communicated?

New Supplier Portal will have the option to allow suppliers to keep their information updated.
MOVEit and Reliance will require users to contact their buyers to complete a form or go to the
osn.oshkoshcorp.com site in the section marked training to get the form.
There is a messaging functionality that users can access within the portal but notifications will
be sent through email.
Supplier's main contact will receive the registation email. BearingPoint and Oshkosh will be
monitoring supplier registrations. If we don’t' see any progress will be communicating to
suppliers.
Reliance is a serperate system and from a supplier perspective are not connected. Jaggaer wil
have its own unique login.
PPAP requests will show up on the PO and within Reliance will automatically populated and
assigned to all user who have access to that module.
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General
Will any past data be transfered from isupplier or will all old data disapear?
General

Each segment will be identifying what information needs to be transferred from the old to
new system. This is still in process and will vary.
Training aids will be located on the Oshkosh Supplier Network; we will be sending multiple
reminders for the website location ‐ https://osn.oshkoshcorp.com/s2p.html

Where will training aides and videos be located?
General
We have experienced ongoing delays through the current portal in the past few months, is
this new portal going to improve those delays?
General
On the Live Poll you list Airport Products under Fire & Emergency. Our
understanding/misunderstanding is that Airport Product in under Defense,correct?
Will the PPAPs still be done through the Reliance System

Our existing platform has been running for the past 13 years and as expected is experiencing
issues with uptime. Our new platform is a cloud‐based application which will have a much
improved experience with uptime and overall benefits for our supplier base.
Airport products are built at a Pierce facility but ordering takes place within a Defense ERP
system.

SCM

PPAP will continue to be completed within Reliance.
Each segment will be identifying what information needs to be transferred from the old to
In regards to Purchase Orders specifically... if there are open POs from isupplier prior to 2/28, new system. This is still in process and will vary.
will they transfer to Jaggaer becuase they are still open and in process?
OTP Login codes are valid for 10 days. After that a new one needs to be re‐entered. You will
Are suppliers required to input an OTP code every time they log‐in or only once per day?
be prompted by the system when needed.
Yes, PO change requests sent to the buyer will call out what specific change was requested on
Will PO change requests tell you what the change is on the PO?
the PO.

SCM

Will Oshkosh/JLG be moving to scheduling agreements vs discrete line item orders?

General
General

General

SCM

Not at this time
This platform will incorporate all transactional documents with Oshkosh, this will include
Will this new system help in eliminating duplicated information that I am having provide daily transports and ASN. If you provide this information into JAGGAER then it will be visible to both
right now. There are some days I provide tracking 2/3 times a day for 1 Purchase order?
Oshkosh and Oshkosh Suppliers.
The PO will be accessible through the JAGGAER Supplier Portal but suppliers will be notified
through email when there is a PO available.
Will POs still be sent by email to me?
Will we be submitting invoices through this portal once it goes live? Or will those still be
Invoices will still be sent how they are today, the data will now be available to be viewed
submitted via email?
within the Supplier Portal.
Will there be a PO number migration to update existing PO numbers from the old portal (ie
PO#123 from existing platform is changed to PO# 456 for Jaggaer)?
The PO# will be the same as we transition into the new portal.
We currently do not send ASN to Oshkosh or Pierce. Is this something in the works that all of
your suppliers need to send ASNs?
We are asking for ASN's to be submitted by all suppliers for all locations.
Open invoices will be reflected in Jaggaer's invoice/payment reports
Will the open invoices from the old platform be transferred to Jaggaer?
TMC Portal will continue to be required for shipments. We have a follow on program running
in parallel that wil connect TCM to the new Supplier Portal. We will have more information
on this change in April 2022 timeframe.
Will the new TMC portal still need to be utilized along side of Jaggaer?
Yes
Will you be able to invoice in the portal?
We only ship small packages to Oshkosh, Pierce, and JLG; do we need to use the TMC portal Specific question on shipping expectations can be emailed to the following address ‐
or Jaggaer or ASN?
OshkoshTMC@mytmc.com ‐ you will still need to use TMC

SCM

Will shipping labels be available through Jaggear or are we still using TMC?

SCM

Will the process of submitting an ASN be a little easier/smoother?
In regards to ASN's. Can we get updated criteria for what is needed? We ccurrently have alot
of issues with Oshkosh and their requirements and want to be sure we have the most up to Submitting an ASN will be much easier to submit in our new Supplier Portal. Training
date info?
documentation will be available via a job aid.

SCM
SCM
SCM
SCM
SCM
SCM

SCM
SCM

SCM

Shipping labels will be available through Jaggaer (SCM>Purchase Orders>Disposition List)
Subbmitting an ASN will be much easier to submit in our new Supplier Portal. Training
documentation will be available via a job aid.
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SCM

SCM
SCM
SCM
SCM

SCM
SCM
SCM
SCM
SCM

SCM
SCM
SCM
Sourcing
Sourcing

Sourcing

Sourcing

Sourcing
Sourcing

Sourcing

Submitting an ASN will be much easier to submit in our new Supplier Portal. Training
documentation will be available via a job aid.
New Supplier Portal has some effect on shipping around ASN in this phase. The follow on
phase in the couple of months after go live we will be integrating to our transportation
management system for all shipping.
How much of this change over to JAGGER pertains to shipping?
Invoices will still be sent how they are today, the data will now be available to be viewed
We currently email invoices. Will that change post go‐live?
within the Supplier Portal.
Will there be an ability to view invoices that are queued for payment and invoices that have Invoices will still be sent how they are today, the data will now be available to be viewed
issues, i.e. a price or quantity variance?
within the Supplier Portal.
Is there a way to group submitted POs by Oshkosh buyer? Often, we have questions/issues
Supplier will have multiple options to sort PO's and yes it can be done on buyer for supplier
with a batch of POs from an Oshkosh buyer/location, and through the current portal, there is and internal.
no easy way to isolate those PO groups?
Is the order format going to change or will it stay the same?
As with any system there will be changes to the order format.
Will there be any disruption in receiving POs from the Prod Workflow Mailer with the
Oshkosh will be transitioning over a weekend to the new platform to meet the February 28,
transition to the new portal on 2/28/22?
2022 Go Live
Suppliers can sort POs by date created in the ERP system, date created within Jaggaer, and
Can POs be organized by due date rather than submission date?
date last modified.
If we don't currently use the portal to invoice, will it be required to do so going forward with Invoices will still be sent how they are today, the data will now be available to be viewed
the new platform?
within the Supplier Portal.
You can invite them as another user through the portal
We are at Franklin and are the logisitcs for our customers, will our customers need to create
logins for us to create ASN's in this system or will Franklin need to do this?
Yes you can edit the delivery notes before they have been advised. Once advised suppliers can
Can you correct information, like ASNs?
view them but make no edits.
Change orders are going to happen and suppliers will be notified of the changes via email or
How will change orders be handled via email notificaiton as well ?
within the system.
Will the Jagger site provide a forecast out for all parts?
Portal will display 12 month forecast for all parts.
Yes
Will we still recieve email notifications when an eRFQ is made available?
Will the buyer be required to respond to a question sent via the portal within a certain time Yes, the Buyer will establish a timeframe within the portal, suppliers will be receive reminders
frame?
through email.
On a shipping clerks point of view will the ASN process be more efficient and user friendly?

Cant you transfer open eRFQ from OSN to S2P for launch rather than continue to use 2
We will not be transferring existing eRFQ's from our existing system but will be working to
platforms temporarily?
minimize the disruption and length of time needed to support both systems.
Will quality documents such as QAC and other specification documents that are used in the
Access group be availalbe on the new system vs having to request these documents each time Documents can be stored on the new system but will depend on the content; we are working
they are needed for quotations.
to determine where this information can be housed for easier access to our supply base.
Will suppliers be able to transfer red line drawings, prints and technical data through the new MOVEit will still be used by Defense to transfer prints and technical data that is ITAR and EAR
system or MoveIt?
contolled information. ITAR and EAR prints and technical data MUST go through MOVEit.
Engineering Change requests can be done in Reliance currently which allows the Oshkosh
Currently the RFQ system is used for engineering updates. Adding an RFID tag to an existing team to route internally to all of the various team members for approval. Change notices
product. Will there be a seperate system for EngineeringChange Notices? The current RFQ
overall are not in scope for phase 1
format is not very good at managing simple change requests?
When there is an RFQ, will there be an email sent to make us aware of this, or do we need to Yes, the Buyer will establish a timeframe within the portal, suppliers will be receive reminders
check the portal every day?
through email.
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Sourcing

Suppliers are able to add/edit which categories they are able to quote in after initial
If when registering we do not select all the correct categories. An RFQ goes out to a Category registration. The category management module will not be live until FY22 or later. Buyers will
we were not in, but can supply the product. How do we make sure we are getting
still be using existing bid lists.
opportunites to quote those that we can, even if sent to a category we are not in?

SRM

Will this system work if our company has multiiple point of sale sites globally?

SRM

What do we do if our product does not fit into a specified category or is not listed?

SRM

What if your supplier has many supplier codes that has several Primary categories? Can you
select multiple?

SRM

Can more than 1 ISO cert be added (we are site specific on our ISO certs)?

SRM

SRM

Will BSC certificate be requested from international suppliers?
We've had issues with our score card in the past and accruate data being transmitted from
what we are responding to on the portal and what our score card is reflecting. Will this
improve the capture of accruate data for our score card?

JAGGAER has the ability for Suppliers to maintain multiple site locations if necessary.
We have well over 20 categories to choose from; if you still fell your product does not fit into a
specific category please contact your buyer for assistance.
You can only select one primary category, but you can select multiple secondary categories.
Oshkosh can sort suppliers however they need to, it will be the same process.
Right now only 1 ISO cert can be added, you can upload a zip file with all of them and input
most recent date.,
BSC will be requested for all suppliers regardless of location or region. This is a system
limitation where it is an all or nothing situaion in the software. Our request is to complete this
as best as possible to support our overal diversity program at Oshkosh.
Supplier scorecards come from each of our segment ERP systems with both our existing
platform and new platform displaying the information. If there are issues please contact your
buyer for assistance.
Scorecards will allow for export into another media like Excel and can be printed once
downloaded.

SRM

Supplier Scorecards‐ Will we be able to pull them in a printable media?
Will there be a performance tab like on the current OSN portal? This helps us to review any
issues and work on improvment going forward?

Supplier performance KPIs will be displayed to the supplier on the dashboard.

SRM

Will Amber Road still be used for USMCA certs?

Amber Road will still be used to collect some certifications but we will be evaluating this
further to determine if this needs to be moved into our new Supplier Portal.

SRM

What will the Supplier Dashboard Metrics be in the future ?

Oshkosh will be expanding supplier metrics from our current set‐up of OTD, OTS, and PPM to
including Premium / Expedited Freight, ASN Compliance, and out of our Supplier Quality
System (Reliance) number of Supplier correction action request, SCAR's, Reliance Change
Management, RCM's, and Production Part Approval Process, PPAP First Pass Yield, FPY.

SRM

Also can scorecards show our comparison within our commodity?

This is being worked on for the future but not available with this phase of the project.

Relevent to the scorecard with the current economic conditions all suppliers are struggling
due to conditions that we have zero control over how will this be handled?

Scorecards are continually be evaluated and updated; if you feel there is an error please
contact your buyer for assistance.
Oshkosh will not be using Jaggaer platform to enter RohS and Reach compliance for parts.
This will be done by existing systems.
Not at this time but Oshkosh will be adding more certification options going forward.

SRM

SRM
SRM

Will Jaggaer have suppliers enter RohS and Reach type compliance for parts?
SRM
Will ATO (authortiy to operate) be a category for business certs?
SRM
SRM

What if we do not have ISO ceritfication?
will therre be a category for air conditioning parts only?

Under the certifications tab for that question you can select "No" which will allow you to
complete your profile.
We have a category set up from Cooling/Emissions which will cover this item.

